AMERICAN LITTORAL SOCIETY
FISH TAG RETURN FORM

The yellow dorsal loop tag you have found belongs to the American Littoral Society. We need it back to maintain the integrity of the data generated by our fish tagging program. Please print this form, fill it in, tape the tag to the form and mail to:

AMERICAN LITTORAL SOCIETY
18 Hartshorne Drive, Suite 1
Highlands, NJ 07732

In return, we will send you the history of your fish, a jacket patch, and information on our tagging program.

TAG NUMBER: ____________________________

SPECIES OF FISH: ________________________________

WHEN YOU CAUGHT THE FISH: ________________________________

WHERE YOU CAUGHT THE FISH: ________________________________

LENGTH (if you have it): _______________ WEIGHT (if you have it): _______________

DISPOSITION OF THE FISH:  □ Released    □ Died

YOUR NAME: ________________________________

ADDRESS: ________________________________

CITY: ____________________________  STATE: ______  ZIP: ____________

PHONE NUMBER: ________________________________

EMAIL ADDRESS: ________________________________

TAPE TAG HERE